CUSTOMER STORIES: KIM HAULAGE

“You don’t go to the
butcher to get bread…
It’s the same with
financing trucks”

“The finance people at Mack
understand the business.”
Kim Haulage’s Ken McClelland needed finance from someone who
understood trucking, so he turned to Mack Financial Services.
It’s been 30 years since Ken McClelland started transport firm,
Kim Haulage. Based in Sydney’s west, the business currently
specialises in truck and dog tippers, carting material from
quarries across New South Wales to various Sydney-based
concrete plants. But Ken says the business hasn’t always
been tipping.
“We’ve been up and running for about 30 years now in one
form or another. We’ve tried all sorts of things in that time,
from fridge pans to express work. These days we’ve settled
on the tippers. There’s not the fatigue that goes with long haul
express freight work,” Ken explains.
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WINNING CONTRACTS MEANS AN
EXPANDING FLEET
Ken’s relationship with Mack and Volvo goes back 20 years.
He currently operates 16 Tridents, two Super-Liners and three
Volvos. It wasn’t until early 2016 that he contacted Mack
Financial Services to finance new trucks and trailers. Winning
a recent contract has seen the business’ fleet double – 12 new
Macks in fact. Mack Financial Services provided the finance to
help support the deal.
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UNDERSTANDING THE TRANSPORT
INDUSTRY
When asked why he chose to use Mack Financial Services,
Ken explains that their understanding of the industry and
clear focus on transport set them apart from other financial
services providers.
“The best way I can describe it is that you don’t go to the
butcher to get the bread. It’s similar with a truck,” says Ken,
“when you’re dealing with a bank, they don’t really get the
trucking business because they look at all businesses through
the same eyes. The finance people at Mack understand the
business. They don’t ask dumb questions. They just get the
important things to a business like mine. For example, there
was no issue when I wanted to finance my trailers and trucks
separately, rather than as a unit.”

VALUING THE GROWTH POTENTIAL A
NEW TRUCK BRINGS
Jason Neil, Regional Finance Manager for Mack Financial
Services in New South Wales, has worked with Ken since
early 2016. He explains how the unique understanding of
businesses like Ken’s sets Mack Financial Services apart
from the banks and other lenders.
“When you want to borrow from a bank, they’ll generally only
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lend on what your business has done, not what business
a new truck will do and bring in,” he says, “so if you’ve not
earned a cent this last year, they’re not likely to lend you a
cent to fund your growth.
“Where we’re different is that we know the value of what the
business will bring,” explains Jason, “in Ken’s case, he went
for a contract, he got it, and we were willing to support him
with the trucks and trailers he needed. We knew what value
these would bring him,” he says. “We backed him where other
financial services companies may not have. We were also
able to put in place flexible finance terms that were specific to
Ken’s business’ needs to support its growth.”

SECURING THE FINANCE IS JUST PART
OF THE PICTURE
For Ken, using Mack Financial Services hasn’t just been
about securing the finance for his new fleet, it’s also been
about having confidence in people like Jason Neil who help
make it happen.
“Right now, I’m at full capacity with my trucks, but it’s been
very good working with Jason. No fuss, very clean, very tidy.
He returns every phone call, answers every email,” says Ken,
“he knows his trucks and understands my type of business.
Altogether, just very professional.” ■

